Cabal of Curbs
Split fight with honour! The following page contains information relating to
the Split Vendetta DLC
Short Name: CAB
Moniker(s): The Curbs

Race Description
The aggressive Split live in a society constantly changing leadership where challenging factions
rise up to impose a new Patriarch. Their short temper and fiery disposition puts them at odds with
other races which has sometimes lead to war, notably with the Boron and Argon.

Faction Description
Throughout Split history it has been the males of the species, known to be more aggressive and
impulsive, who have wielded political power, be it as Patriarchs of their own families or as High
Patriarchs uniting inferiors under their empires. High Patriarch Ghus t'Gllt once noted that
Patriarchs' impulsiveness often contributed to their untimely demise. To combat the worst excesses
of male Split enthusiasm, he set up the position of "Curb", a female advisory role to work alongside
male warriors and decision-makers. While some families later abandoned this function in their
communities, others still employ Curbs to the present day.After the Free Families failed to
completely unite and fend off the invasion by the Zyarth Patriarchy at the Fires of Defeat/Victory,
the Curbs of the Free Families attributed this failure to the Patriarchs' irrational nature. At this
pivotal point, the Curbs decided that it was within their mandate, set out by the historical High
Patriarch Ghus t'Gllt, to curb not only their own Patriarchs, but Split society as well, by seizing
power themselves.

Guild(s)
Allies
Enemies
Antigone Republic
Argon Federation
Kha'ak
Scale Plate Pact
Xenon
Fallen Families
Zyarth Patriarcy

Sectors
Spoilers ahead
This section contains spoilers about certain plot elements, rewards and outcomes
The Cabal of Curbs only get Sectors if the player advances the main Split Vendetta plot.
Regardless of What side the player chooses in the SV plot the Cabal of Curbs will seize all Free
families sectors other than the two Family Tkr sectors.

Ships
If The player sides with the Curbs they will take over Free Families manufacturing facilities and
hence produce raider variants of Split S and M ships, the FRF unique Balaur and the standard
complement of Split L and XL ships. Additionally, it is important to note that the Free Families and
the Cabal of Curbs are the only producers of Split Flak Turrets.

The throne room on the Cabal's
"Ravenous Wight"

